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James Bryant Conant
President of Harvard University in the 1930’s

“Each honest calling, each
walk of life has its own elite,
its own aristocracy based on
excellence of performance.”
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Learning Objectives
u What factors in the healthcare landscape are changing

the requirements of a best in class CDI program

u How to redesign CDI programs to include all patient

care settings

u How risk based payer models affect CDI program

design

u How to develop a collaborative team of inter-

departmental stakeholders

u How to utilize the latest technology and data analytics

to enhance CDI program ROI and facility revenues
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Stakeholders for
The CDI Continuum of Care

Coding
ICD-10-CM
specificity
driving quality
scores, risk
based scoring,
denial reduction

Quality, UR,
Compliance
Improve quality
scores and
accurate
payment through
complete and
timely clinical
documentation

IT

Medical Staff
Leaders

Data Driven
Technology
Solutions &
interoperability
spanning all sites
of service

Essential to
program success,
physician
champions drive
the program with
the medical staff

Revenue
Integrity/
Denials
Clinical
documentation
driven charge
capture root
cause analysis &
decreased
denials

CDI Pre-encounter, Concurrent and Post-encounter
Case Review
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New Addition
Outpatient & Profee CDI
u Emerging CDI opportunities beyond reviewing for MS-DRG based major complications

and comorbidities (MCCs) and complications and comorbidities (CCs).

u CDI programs are expanding the scope of work to include support of risk based payer

methodologies and quality reporting metrics.

u CDS skills sets are expanding to include not only clinical, coding, and communication

skills, but also the ability to manage work flow redesign, quality, compliance, and
regulatory initiatives.

u CDI programs are moving outside the walls of the traditional inpatient acute-care

setting into other settings, such as hospital outpatient, physician offices, long-term
care, and home health.
Written by: Melanie Endicott, MBA/HCM, RHIA, CDIP, CCS, CCS-P, FAHIMA
Senior Director of HIM Practice Excellence, AHIMA
http://www.icd10monitor.com/enews/item/1593-cdi-beyond-acute-care-and-reimbursement
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Selling the Concept
Gaining interest in Ambulatory CDI
u Identify key stakeholder and medical staff leaders
u Meet to discuss the need for ambulatory CDI
u Present audit results (HCC, quality measures, coding, medical necessity gaps)
u Propose pilot site to validate ROI
u Discuss best way to communicate the program to the medical staff
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Example ROI Calculation: HCCs
u Identify RAF Scores (before and after audit) OR
u Identify weights for added HCCs

HCC

Weight

Diabetes with complications
Vascular disease

0.318
0.4

CHF

0.323

Disease interaction (DM + CHF)

0.182

Total

1.223

u Identify Medicare advantage Per Patient Per Month contract rate

u Example Calculation: Add weights together (1.223), multiply X PPPM rate X 12
u Annual HCC payment increase to the Medicare Advantage Plan = 1.217 X $897.90 X 12 = $13,178. Next

Step – review payer contracts

Citation: https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Health-Plans/MedicareAdvtgSpecRateStats/Ratebooks-and-Supporting-Data-Items/2017Rates.html
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Identify the Best Pilot Sites
u Select pilot site(s)

● Formal / informal physician leaders
● Primary care practices
● Sites with MIPS and quality measure gaps

u Identify targets for focused case review

● MIPS and quality measure gaps
● HCC coding for Medicare Advantage
● Example charge capture issue: Echocardiograms charge capture and coding
process
● Denials (NCD/LCD)
o Observation vs. inpatient documentation
o Myocardial Perfusion
o Hyperbaric oxygen therapy
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Ambulatory CDI Program Components
Overarching or independent based on governance
model:
u Outpatient Facility & Professional Practice

● Data analytics for focus areas
● Determine Focus Areas: HCC capture, quality metrics, charge
capture, coding specificity
● Conduct case review
● Redesign workflow (pre, concurrent and post encounter case
review)
● Educate providers and coders
● Track and Trend
u Repeat the process!
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Redesign Workflow
Task List
u Establish and obtain agreement on CDS integration process (clinic manager and

physicians)

● Patient identification focused cases (HCC, denials, MIPS)
● Case review location: Remote vs. on-site
● Case review type:
o Pre-encounter (inpatient, outpatient, professional fee)
o Concurrent
o Post-encounter

● Query communication: alert, tasks, notes, in-line communication technology
● Create process for timely case bill drop
u Establish CDS case tracking mechanism
u Establish monitoring and trend reporting
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Example Outpatient CDI Focus Area
CDI/Coding case reviews are
a critical component of an
effective Outpatient Clinical
Documentation Program.

OPPS Final Rule 11/1/16 presents 25
new Comprehensive APCs for 2017
(also called C-APC) :
u 1,877 CPT codes are now grouped into

the new C-APCs increasing the number
from 66 to 312
u When a primary procedure associated
with a C-APC is reported with a second
C-APC procedure or packaged add on
code the CMS payment will be equal
to the next higher APC in the group.
Citation: https://acdis.org/articles/news-outpatient-payment-system-final-rule-includes-measures-watch
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Example Outpatient CDI Focus Area
CMS Outpatient Quality OP-8 MRI
Lumbar Spine for Low Back Pain
u Low numerators are the goal
u Remove cases with modifier -26
u Remove cases with coded diagnosis

or history: lumbar spine surgery,
infectious condition, treatment fields
for radiation therapy, trauma,
unspecified immune deficiencies,
cancer, etc.)
Citationhttp://www.qualitynet.org/dcs/ContentServer?c=Page&pagename=QnetPublic%2FPage%2FQnetTier2&cid=1228695266120
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OIG Risk Adjustment Data Validation Audit
u OIG monitors HCC

documentation

u Most frequent

documentation error
type:
● A. Unsupported diagnosis
coding

Citation: Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Inspector General Report September 2012, Paramount Care, Inc.
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Coded Data and Analytics Tools
Physician Practice CDI

EHR Documentation for MIPS and Advanced APMs
EHR Considerations:
u EHR systems may allow for data capture that is not supported by documentation
u Large amounts of revenue are tied to reporting under the QPP programs, and lack of sufficient

documentation could result in denials and penalties

u Develop method to avoid interrupting provider workflows to enter quality data
u High success rates have been achieved with documentation and data capture by using in-line

measure documentation in EHR templates
● In-line documentation refers to the process of allowing the provider to document measure
related information within the body of a progress note template.
● Improves efficiency, provider effectiveness, measure data documentation and measure
performance
Citations: http://journal.ahima.org/2016/06/02/macra-mips-and-advanced-apms-time-to-prepare/
Marron-Stearns, Michael. "How MACRA Changes HIM" Journal of AHIMA 88, no.3 (March 2017): 22-25.
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In-line Documentation for Quality (MIPS)
Measures
Example: Diabetic Patient
u The provider is prompted to document information about the patient’s most recent diabetic eye

examination.

u The provider is given a series of menu choices that will be mapped to the requirements for this

measure.

u The provider may also be prompted to:

● Generate an ophthalmology referral
● Document that the patient has declined the dilated eye examination, because the most recent
examination took place within the specified timeframe and was normal
● Other findings that meet the measure requirement, including exclusions.
Citations: http://journal.ahima.org/2016/06/02/macra-mips-and-advanced-apms-time-to-prepare/
Marron-Stearns, Michael. "How MACRA Changes HIM" Journal of AHIMA 88, no.3 (March 2017): 22-25.
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HCC Analytics

Example Report:
Per provider analysis
• Total claims
• RAF score (3 year trend)
• Top Impact HCC,
• E&M Distribution
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Revenue Risks – Missing Charges

Example Report: shows potential charge capture gaps
requiring further validation by outpatient CDS
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Revenue Risks – Procedure Related

Example Report: shows potential procedure code gaps
requiring further validation by outpatient CDS
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Compliance Risks

Example Report:
shows potential CPT
code and global
package compliance
gaps requiring
further validation by
outpatient CDS
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Steamlined Query Process

Personal Mobile Device: Provider response and clinical
record update in one click
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providentedge.com

Questions & Answers
Upcoming Events:

Alamo Area HIMA in August
HA HIMA in Sept
AHIMA Annual Meeting in LA - Oct
ACHE 2017 Healthcare Leadership Conference in Houston – Oct

Thank
you
friends!

Pamela Hess – Managing Director, CDI
u Pamela C. Hess is the Managing Director, CDI at himagine Solutions

Inc. She is a nationally recognized expert in Health Information
Management with extensive healthcare experience in revenue
cycle operations, clinical documentation improvement, electronic
health record applications, reimbursement, coding, billing,
compliance, quality control, and coding training. She is known in
the industry as a trusted advisor and subject matter expert, and has
authored the original edition of the Hospital Charge Description
Master Guide, by OptumCoding, Cardiology Procedural Coding
Select, by Decision Health and most recently Clinical
Documentation Improvement- Principles and Practice by AHIMA
Press. Her experience in the healthcare industry has focused on CDI
program implementation at large academic medical centers and
medium to small regional facilities. She has extensive experience
managing HIM operations as a consultant and as a health system
HIM director. Prior to joining himagine, she led the CDI service line
for Deloitte & Touche, LLC and Navigant Consulting, Inc. She is
currently the President of the Arizona Health Information
Management Association.
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Terry Buske – Director, Strategic Business
Development
u 25 years’ experience in driving economic improvements in

healthcare. He began his career in billing & insurance resolution.
Towards the end of the Clinton administration, he was appointed by
the Deputy Director of the Veteran Health Administration to serve
on a National Revenue Taskforce; subsequently consulting with
Department of Defense Hospitals, DHHS and the Indian Health
Services. From there, he progressed to continuous process
improvement and helped drive expansion of the 1115 Medicaid
Waiver in Texas and California. Prior to joining himagine, Terry was
the Sr. Vice President for a private equity group helping incubate
healthcare start-ups. He has been involved with the American
College of Healthcare Executives since 2009 and has been
mentored by some of the best CEO’s in the Texas Medical Center. As
a member of the Healthcare Financial Managers Association and
AHIMA; he is passionate about contributing to TxHIMA and
supporting regional HIM chapters across Texas.
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